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The Iraq Wars And America's Military Revolution
From World War II to the war in Iraq, periods of international conflict seem like unique
moments in U.S. political history—but when it comes to public opinion, they are not. To
make this groundbreaking revelation, In Time of War explodes conventional wisdom about
American reactions to World War II, as well as the more recent conflicts in Korea,
Vietnam, the Gulf, Afghanistan, and Iraq. Adam Berinsky argues that public response to
these crises has been shaped less by their defining characteristics—such as what they
cost in lives and resources—than by the same political interests and group affiliations
that influence our ideas about domestic issues. With the help of World War II–era survey
data that had gone virtually untouched for the past sixty years, Berinsky begins by
disproving the myth of “the good war” that Americans all fell in line to support after
the Japanese bombed Pearl Harbor. The attack, he reveals, did not significantly alter
public opinion but merely punctuated interventionist sentiment that had already risen in
response to the ways that political leaders at home had framed the fighting abroad.
Weaving his findings into the first general theory of the factors that shape American
wartime opinion, Berinsky also sheds new light on our reactions to other crises. He
shows, for example, that our attitudes toward restricted civil liberties during Vietnam
and after 9/11 stemmed from the same kinds of judgments we make during times of peace.
With Iraq and Afghanistan now competing for attention with urgent issues within the
United States, In Time of War offers a timely reminder of the full extent to which
foreign and domestic politics profoundly influence—and ultimately illuminate—each other.
More than a decade after the U.S.-led invasion of Iraq, most studies of the Iraq conflict
focus on the twin questions of whether the United States should have entered Iraq in 2003
and whether it should have exited in 2011, but few have examined the new Iraqi state and
society on its own merits. Iraq after America examines the government and the sectarian
and secular factions that have emerged in Iraq since the U.S. invasion of 2003,
presenting the interrelations among the various elements in the Iraqi political scene.
The book traces the origins of key trends in recent Iraqi history to explain the
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political and social forces that produced them, particularly during the intense period of
civil war between 2003 and 2009. Along the way, the author looks at some of the most
significant players in the new Iraq, explaining how they have risen to prominence and
what their aims are. The author identifies the three trends that dominate Iraq's postU.S. political order: authoritarianism, sectarianism, and Islamist resistance, tracing
their origins and showing how they have created a toxic political and social brew,
preventing Iraq's political elite from resolving the fundamental roots of conflict that
have wracked that country since 2003 and before. He concludes by examining some aspects
of the U.S. legacy in Iraq, analyzing what it means for the United States and others
that, after more than a decade of conflict, Iraq's communities—and its political class in
particular—have not yet found a way to live together in peace.
Two young U.S. Army officers are trying to do their duty in Iraq playing whack-a-mole
with at least seven fanatical insurgent groups in the aftermath of the American invasion.
Both officers serve in the Big Red One, the vaunted 1st Infantry Division. First
Lieutenant Nathan Petty is stationed close to the flagpole, where he quickly learns that
the situation in post-Saddam Hussein Iraq is as confusing to those who wear stars as it
is to their men out on the point of the bayonet. The other, First Lieutenant Christian
Winn, leads a platoon of Wolfhounds, young soldiers struggling to understand the
situation and their place in it as they patrol the mean streets of a Northern Iraqi city
infested with tribes, factions, and shooters who just want to kill Americans. Through
their mutual support and experience with the real essence of ground combat—kill or be
killed and politics be damned—they lead from the front, desperately trying to help their
soldiers stay motivated and alive. The Wolfhounds, like the rest of the American Army,
struggle to deal with a growing insurgency and the insurgents’ weapon of choice,
improvised explosive devices or IEDs. As the platoon is visiting a school construction
project, a sniper’s bullet sends the Wolfhounds on a days-long pursuit. Placed squarely
in the American tradition of war writing such as Kevin Power’s The Yellow Birds and John
Renehan’s The Valley, Schmid’s Princes of War takes its protagonists into the real Iraq:
Where the enemy is elusive and danger stalks constantly. Human emotions as old as
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time—ambition, courage, doubt, fear—churn inside each soldier as they search for the
sniper. Some men falter, some fail, and some demonstrate extraordinary courage. "From the
authentic dialogue of Soldiers fighting in a forgotten war zone, to a very tightly wound
plot that causes the pages to pass furiously and imperceptibly, PRINCES OF WAR is an
extraordinary tale that will remain with you, seared in your memory long after you turn
the last page." – John Fenzel, author of The Sterling Forest
Choice Outstanding Academic Title of 2016 Investigates the causes, conduct, and
consequences of the recent American wars in Iraq and Afghanistan Understanding the United
States’ wars in Iraq and Afghanistan is essential to understanding the United States in
the first decade of the new millennium and beyond. These wars were pivotal to American
foreign policy and international relations. They were expensive: in lives, in treasure,
and in reputation. They raised critical ethical and legal questions; they provoked
debates over policy, strategy, and war-planning; they helped to shape American domestic
politics. And they highlighted a profound division among the American people: While more
than two million Americans served in Iraq and Afghanistan, many in multiple deployments,
the vast majority of Americans and their families remained untouched by and frequently
barely aware of the wars conducted in their name, far from American shores, in regions
about which they know little. Understanding the U.S. Wars in Iraq and Afghanistan gives
us the first book-length expert historical analysis of these wars. It shows us how they
began, what they teach us about the limits of the American military and diplomacy, and
who fought them. It examines the lessons and legacies of wars whose outcomes may not be
clear for decades. In 1945 few Americans could imagine that the country would be locked
in a Cold War with the Soviet Union for decades; fewer could imagine how history would
paint the era. Understanding the U.S. Wars in Iraq and Afghanistan begins to come to
grips with the period when America became enmeshed in a succession of “low intensity”
conflicts in the Middle East.
In Time of War
The US Wars in Vietnam, Iraq, and Afghanistan
Freedom of the Press and the Iraq War
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American Propaganda from the Spanish-American War to Iraq
The Iraq Wars and America's Military Revolution
America's Second War Against Iraq
America's War in Iraq
A former State Department official draws on a wide range of voices and stories to explore the human costs of
conflict, asking hard questions about the U.S. wars in Iraq and Afghanistan.
Gregory Gause's masterful book is the first to offer a comprehensive account of the international politics in the
Persian Gulf across nearly four decades. The story begins in 1971 when Great Britain ended its protectorate
relations with the smaller states of the lower Gulf. It traces developments in the region from the oil 'revolution' of
1973–4 through the Iranian revolution, the Iran-Iraq war and the Gulf war of 1990–1 to the toppling of Saddam
Hussein in the American-led invasion of Iraq in 2003, bringing the story of Gulf regional politics up to 2008. The
book highlights transnational identity issues, regime security and the politics of the world oil market, and charts
the changing mix of interests and ambitions driving American policy. The author brings his experience as a
scholar and commentator on the Gulf to this riveting account of one of the most politically volatile regions on
earth.
With 16 pages of photographs and 4 maps.
The United States national-security establishment is vast, yet the United States has failed to meet its initial
objectives in almost every one of its major, post-World War II conflicts. Of these troubled efforts, the US wars in
Vietnam (1965-73), Iraq (2003-11), and Afghanistan (2001-present) stand out for their endurance, resource
investment, human cost, and miscalculated decisions. Because overarching policy goals are distant and open to
interpretation, policymakers ground their decisions in the immediate world of short-term objectives, salient
tasks, policy constraints, and fixed time schedules. As a consequence, they exaggerate the benefits of their
preferred policies, ignore the accompanying costs and requirements, and underappreciate the benefits of
alternatives. In Planning to Fail, James H. Lebovic argues that a profound myopia helps explain US decisionmaking failures. In each of the wars explored in this book, he identifies four stages of intervention. First and
foremost, policymakers chose unwisely to go to war. After the fighting began, they inadvisably sought to extend
or expand the mission. Next, they pursued the mission, in abbreviated form, to suboptimal effect. Finally, they
adapted the mission to exit from the conflict. Lebovic argues that US leaders were effectively planning to fail
whatever their hopes and thoughts were at the time the intervention began. Decision-makers struggled less than
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they should have, even when conditions allowed for good choices. Then, when conditions on the ground left
them with only bad choices, they struggled furiously and more than could ever matter. Policymakers allowed
these wars to sap available capabilities, push US forces to the breaking point, and exhaust public support. They
finally settled for terms of departure that they (or their predecessors) would have rejected at the start of these
conflicts. Offering a far-ranging and detailed analysis, this book identifies an unmistakable pattern of failure and
highlights lessons we can learn from it.
9/11, Iraq, and the Abuse of America's Intelligence Agencies
Interventions, Regime Change, and Insurgencies after the Cold War
Counter Jihad
Understanding Iraq, Afghanistan, and Vietnam
Iraq, Terrorism And The American Empire
America's Wars
A Pretext for War reveals the systematic weaknesses behind the failure to detect or prevent the 9/11 attacks, and details the
Bush administration s subsequent misuse of intelligence to sell preemptive war to the American people. Filled with
unprecedented revelations, from the sites of undisclosed locations to the actual sources of America s Middle East policy, A
Pretext for War is essential reading for anyone concerned about the security of the United States. Acclaimed author James
Bamford‒whose classic book The Puzzle Palace first revealed the existence of the National Security Agency‒draws on his
unparalleled access to top intelligence sources to produce a devastating expose of the intelligence community and the Bush
administration.
World War I, World War II, and the entire Cold War period were dominated by the principle of 'building and maintaining
alliances.' Two countries, the United States and the United Kingdom, understood the art of alliance-building more than any other
nation. During the final decade of the 20th century up to the war in Iraq, the world witnessed a series of historical events: the
Cold War ended, Russia disintegrated, the Gulf War was won by a US-led alliance, NATO's future was clouded, the issue of Ireland
erupted, the crises of Kosovo/Bosnia-Herzegovina/Yugoslavia deepened, the tragedy of 9/11 occurred, and the subsequent
Afghanistan and Iraq Wars began. During these eventful years, the US and the UK stood together to shape the course of history.
Their mutual alliance was essential for both countries, and included many successful objectives. This book chronicles the
successes (and the failures) of the US/UK alliance.
An Arab-American journalist looks at the Iraq War from the perspective of ordinary Iraqi citizens confronted by the dislocations,
hardships, tragedies, and harsh realities of the conflict.
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In the autumn of 2002, Atlantic Monthly national correspondent James Fallows wrote an article predicting many of the problems
America would face if it invaded Iraq. After events confirmed many of his predictions, Fallows went on to write some of the most
acclaimed, award-winning journalism on the planning and execution of the war, much of which has been assigned as required
reading within the U.S. military. In Blind Into Baghdad, Fallows takes us from the planning of the war through the struggles of
reconstruction. With unparalleled access and incisive analysis, he shows us how many of the difficulties were anticipated by
experts whom the administration ignored. Fallows examines how the war in Iraq undercut the larger war on terror and why
Iraq still had no army two years after the invasion. In a sobering conclusion, he interviews soldiers, spies, and diplomats to
imagine how a war in Iran might play out. This is an important and essential book to understand where and how the war went
wrong, and what it means for America.
A Novel of America in Iraq
We Meant Well
Concise Histories of U.S. Military Conflicts From Lexington to Afghanistan
Americans at War: Eyewitness Accounts from the American Revolution to the 21st Century [3 volumes]
Understanding the U.S. Wars in Iraq and Afghanistan
America and Britain from Gulf War to Iraq War
Winning Modern Wars
"When news is speed more important than content." So says the key PR adviser to the American government. The Americans brought these
words into practice during the war in Iraq. It was widely made propaganda, so actually two wars were fought: on the battlefield and in the
media. This book examines more than 1,000 news stories about the infamous war and comes with striking conclusions. Are the media in
wartime still to be trusted? Boris van Zonneveld (1978) is a communication scientist and journalist. In 2003 he graduated from the University of
Amsterdam on the role of the media in the war to Iraq. This book is a reflection of his doctoral thesis on this subject. He shows herein that the
media are not always as objective as they pretend and are even frequently channeling propaganda.
Even though Operations Iraqi and Enduring Freedom have created a surging trend of research and literature connected with irregular warfare,
there is still inadequate study and appreciation of the United States commitment in the Philippines at the beginning of the twentieth century.
Despite a rapid Spanish defeat in the Philippine theater during the 1898 Spanish-American War, America would fight a difficult and complex
insurgency in the islands until 1902, and beyond. The decisions and actions of key American civilian and military leaders throughout the
Philippine-American War provide valuable insight to defining victory in the current and future irregular wars that America must fight. This
book identifies and examines three key objectives, whose achievement laid the foundation for America's claim to victory during the PhilippineAmerican War. Additionally, by relating these objectives to the 2003 war in Iraq, this book proposes that America has a historically supported
claim to victory in the Iraq War.
Seminar paper from the year 2005 in the subject American Studies - Culture and Applied Geography, grade: very good (UK: grade A),
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University of Hannover, course: American Politics, 9 entries in the bibliography, language: English, abstract: The question of the media’s role
in wartime has become more and more important as the press is increasingly involved in the events on the battleground. Since the Vietnam War
the freedom of press and the amount of political control over the media have been subject to controversial debate. In the Iraq War, however, the
issue of journalism has reached a new level. With regard to the ‘embedding’ of reporters in this war, this essay will deal with how the media’s
role in the Iraq war is different from previous wars in American history. This issue will be discussed in the context of the First Amendment to
the American Constitution.
This ground-breaking work explores the lives of average soldiers from the American Revolution through the 21st-century conflicts in
Afghanistan and Iraq. • Provides readers with an understanding of the daily lives of soldiers in America's wars, greatly complementing more
standard histories of battles and leaders • Offers a curated collection of primary sources for each conflict that illuminates the daily lives of US
soldiers during wartime • Includes detailed bibliographies that offer many accessible sources needed by students and researchers looking to
further explore the topics • Provides a comprehensive chronology for each conflict that helps readers to place it within the proper historical
context • Spans nearly 250 years of national history from the American Revolution to the Afghanistan War
America's Military After Two Decades of War
The Wars for North America
The Assassins' Gate
Understanding American Public Opinion from World War II to Iraq
A Military History
Iraq's People in the Shadow of America's War
Planning to Fail
War—organized violence against an enemy of the state—seems part and parcel of the American journey. Indeed, the United
States was established by means of violence as ordinary citizens from New Hampshire to Georgia answered George
Washington’s call to arms. Since then, war has become a staple of American history. Counting the War for Independence,
the United States has fought the armed forces of other nations at least twelve times, averaging a major conflict every
twenty years. In so doing, the objectives have been simple: advance the cause of freedom, protect U.S. interests, and
impose America’s will upon a troubled world. More often than not, the results have been successful as America’s military
has accounted itself well. Yet the cost has been high, in both blood and treasure. Americans have fought and died around
the globe—on land, at sea, and in the air. Without doubt, their actions have shaped the world in which we live. In this
comprehensive collection, Terence T. Finn provides a set of narratives—each concise and readable—on the twelve major
wars America has fought. He explains what happened, and why such places as Saratoga and Antietam, Manila Bay and
Midway are important to an understanding of America’s past. Readers will easily be able to brush up on their history and
acquaint themselves with those individuals and events that have helped define the United States of America.
A prominent national security analyst provides a critical examination of the origins, objectives, conduct, and consequences
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of the U.S. war against Iraq in this major new study. Focusing on the intersection of world politics, U.S. foreign policy, and
the invasion and occupation of Iraq, Jeffrey Record presents a full-scale policy analysis of the war and its aftermath. As he
looks at the political and strategic legacies of the 1991 Gulf War, the impact of 9/11 and neo-conservative ideology on the
George W. Bush White House, and the formulation of the Bush Doctrine on the use of force, he assesses rather than
describes, judges rather than recites facts. He decries the Bush administration's threat conflation of Saddam Hussein's Iraq
and Osama bin Laden's al-Qaeda, and calls U.S. plans inadequate to meet postwar challenges in Iraq. With the support of
convincing evidence, the author concludes that America's war against Iraq was both unnecessary and damaging to longterm U.S. security interests. He argues that there was no threatening Saddam-Osama connection and that even if Iraq had
the weapons of mass destruction that the Bush administration believed necessitated war, it could have been readily
deterred from using them, just as it had been in 1991. Record faults the administration for preventive, unilateralist policies
that alienated friends and allies, weakened international institutions important to the United States, and saddled America
with costly, open-ended occupation of an Arab heartland. He contends that far from being a major victory against terrorism,
the war provided Islamic jihadists an expanded recruiting base and a new front of operations against Americans. Such a
solid, thought-provoking study merits attention.
The author of Waging Modern War on the military lessons learned from the decisive victory in Iraq and the sobering
implcations for America's imperial role
A Kirkus Reviews Best Nonfiction of 2011 title From a State Department insider, the first account of our blundering efforts to
rebuild Iraq—a shocking and rollicking true-life tale of Americans abroad Charged with rebuilding Iraq, would you spend
taxpayer money on a sports mural in Baghdad's most dangerous neighborhood to promote reconciliation through art? How
about an isolated milk factory that cannot get its milk to market? Or a pastry class training women to open cafés on
bombed-out streets without water or electricity? According to Peter Van Buren, we bought all these projects and more in the
most expensive hearts-and-minds campaign since the Marshall Plan. We Meant Well is his eyewitness account of the civilian
side of the surge—that surreal and bollixed attempt to defeat terrorism and win over Iraqis by reconstructing the world we
had just destroyed. Leading a State Department Provincial Reconstruction Team on its quixotic mission, Van Buren details,
with laser-like irony, his yearlong encounter with pointless projects, bureaucratic fumbling, overwhelmed soldiers, and
oblivious administrators secluded in the world's largest embassy, who fail to realize that you can't rebuild a country without
first picking up the trash. Darkly funny while deadly serious, We Meant Well is a tragicomic voyage of ineptitude and
corruption that leaves its writer—and readers—appalled and disillusioned but wiser.
The American Military Adventure in Iraq
How the Bush Administration Took America into Iraq
War Stories
To Start a War
The Greenwood Library of American War Reporting: The Iraq wars and the War on Terror & index
Daily Life of U.S. Soldiers: From the American Revolution to the Iraq War [3 volumes]
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Blind Into Baghdad

The author of The Blood of Liberals carefully reconstructs America's entry in the Iraq War, focusing particular attention the cultural
misunderstandings on both sides that made the war possible, as well as the missteps that have shaped its outcome.
America's Destruction of Iraq by Washington insider Michael M. O'Brien details the origins of radical Islamic terrorism now
spreading across the Middle East and North Africa. The outgrowth of America's involvement in Iraq, culminating with its March 2003
invasion, is the Islamic State-the most violent terrorist organization in history. Michael O'Brien is an outlier: a conservative and
former political appointee in the administration of George W. Bush, with an abiding contempt for the political and military
mismanagement of the Iraq War, officially referred to as Operation Iraqi Freedom. A graduate of West Point and former Infantry
officer, and a former U.S. government Contracting Officer, O'Brien saw the effects of the Iraq invasion from the inside out-not as a
soldier but as a contractor advising the new Iraqi Army and Ministry of Defense on its physical infrastructure, including the
acquisition of land and Forward Operating Bases (FOBs) originally built for Coalition forces. Compounding in outrage, compelling in
detail, Michael O'Brien condemns the waste of tens of billions of U.S. taxpayer dollars, and the needless loss of American and Iraqi
lives. The Bush administration's desire for war was built on fabricated intelligence and the political agendas of a handful of senior
officials. But it is the senior American military for whom O'Brien has his greatest disdain. They should have known how to properly
execute the invasion of Iraq in March 2003, and the courage to tell their political superiors what it would take to succeed, come what
may to their careers. America's Destruction of Iraq is a detailed expose of the "military-industrial complex" President Eisenhower
warned America of in 1961. Only someone with Michael O'Brien's background and experience, who was at the heart of America's
so-called 'reconstruction' of Iraq, can accurately describe America's intervention in Iraq for what it is: a disaster in magnitude equal
to the quagmire of the Vietnam War."
Even though Operations Iraqi and Enduring Freedom have created a surging trend of research and literature connected with
irregular warfare, there is still inadequate study and appreciation of the United States commitment in the Philippines at the beginning
of the twentieth century. Despite a rapid Spanish defeat in the Philippine theater during the 1898 Spanish-American War, America
would fight a difficult and complex insurgency in the islands until 1902, and beyond. The decisions and actions of key American
civilian and military leaders throughout the Philippine-American War provide valuable insight to defining victory in the current and
future irregular wars that America must fight. This monograph identifies and examines three key objectives, whose achievement laid
the foundation for America's claim to victory during the Philippine-American War. Additionally, by relating these objectives to the
2003 war in Iraq, this monograph proposes that America has a historically supported claim to victory in the Iraq War.
Many saw the United States' decisive victory in Desert Storm (1991) as not only vindication of American defense policy since
Vietnam but also confirmation of a revolution in military affairs (RMA). Just as information-age technologies were revolutionizing
civilian life, the Gulf War appeared to reflect similarly profound changes in warfare. A debate has raged ever since about a
contemporary RMA and its implications for American defense policy. Addressing these issues, The Iraq Wars and America's Military
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Revolution is a comprehensive study of the Iraq Wars in the context of the RMA debate. Focusing on the creation of a
reconnaissance-strike complex and conceptions of parallel or nonlinear warfare, Keith L. Shimko finds a persuasive case for a
contemporary RMA while recognizing its limitations as well as promise.
Essential Ally
Fiasco
Curating and Re-Curating the American Wars in Vietnam and Iraq
A Memoir of Two Iraq Wars
America's Military Experience in Afghanistan, Iraq, and Syria
The International Relations of the Persian Gulf
Iraq after America
When should the United States go to war? It is arguably the most important foreign policy question facing any president, and
Richard Haass -- a member of the National Security Council staff for the first President Bush and the director of policy planning in
the State Department for Bush II -- is in a unique position to address it. Haass is one of just a handful of individuals -- along with
Colin Powell, Dick Cheney, Paul Wolfowitz, and Bob Gates -- involved at a senior level of U.S. government decision making during
both Iraq conflicts. He is the first to take us behind closed doors and the first to provide a personal account. The result is a book
that is authoritative, revealing, and surprising. Haass explains not only what happened but why. At first blush, the two Iraq wars
appear similar. Both involved a President George Bush and the United States in conflicts with Saddam Hussein and Iraq. There,
however, the resemblance ends. Haass contrasts the decisions that shaped the conduct of the two wars and makes a crucial
distinction between the 1991 and 2003 conflicts. The first Iraq war, following Saddam Hussein's invasion of neighboring Kuwait,
was a war of necessity. It was limited in ambition, well executed, and carried out with unprecedented international support. By
contrast, the second Iraq war was one of choice, the most significant discretionary war undertaken by the United States since
Vietnam. Haass argues that it was unwarranted, as the United States had other viable policy options. Making matters worse was
the fact that this ambitious undertaking was poorly implemented and fought with considerably more international opposition than
backing. These are the principal conclusions of this compelling, honest, and challenging book by one of this country's most
respected voices on foreign policy. Haass's assessments are critical yet fair -- and carry tremendous weight. He offers a thoughtful
examination of the means and ends of U.S. foreign policy: how it should be made, what it should seek to accomplish, and how it
should be pursued. War of Necessity, War of Choice -- part history, part memoir -- provides invaluable insight into some of the
most important recent events in the world. It also provides a much-needed compass for how the United States can apply the
lessons learned from the two Iraq wars so that it is better positioned to put into practice what worked and to avoid repeating what
so clearly did not.
This edited volume provides an overview on US involvement in Iraq from the 1958 Iraqi coup to the present-day, offering a deeper
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context to the current conflict. Using a range of innovative methods to interrogate US foreign policy, ideology and culture, the book
provides a broad set of reflections on past, present and future implications of US-Iraqi relations, and especially the strategic
implications for US policy-making. In doing so, it examines several key aspects of relationship such as: the 1958 Iraqi Revolution;
the impact of the 1967 Arab-Israeli War; the impact of the Nixon Doctrine on the regional balance of power; US attempts at
rapprochement during the 1980s; the 1990-91 Gulf War; and, finally, sanctions and inspections. Analysis of the contemporary Iraq
crisis sets US plans against the ‘reality’ they faced in the country, and explores both attempts to bring security to Iraq, and the
implications of failure.
The Iraq Wars and America's Military RevolutionCambridge University Press
An assessment of America's role in the Iraq War as viewed from the perspectives of senior military officers argues that the guerrilla
insurgency after the fall of Saddam Hussein was avoidable and that officers who spoke against the war did so at the costof their
careers.
America's War Against Iraqi Civilians
Kahles-Weigel Die vier Schl ssel zum begl ckenden Liebesleben
Dark Victory
How I Helped Lose the Battle for the Hearts and Minds of the Iraqi People
Collateral Damage
Night Draws Near
America at War

“A well researched and well analyzed study of the nature of insurgencies and guerilla warfare” (Military Review). The
fighting skills and valor of the US military and its allies haven’t diminished over the past half-century—yet our wars have
become more protracted and decisive results more elusive. With only two exceptions—Panama and the Gulf War under
the first President Bush—our campaigns have taken on the character of endless slogs without positive results. This
fascinating book takes a ground-up look at the problem to assess how our strategic objectives have become divorced
from our true capability or imperatives. The book presents a unique examination of the nature of insurgencies and the
three major guerrilla wars the United States has fought in Iraq, Afghanistan, and Vietnam. It is both a theoretical work and
one that applies the hard experience of the past five decades to address the issues of today. As such, it also provides a
timely and meaningful discussion of America’s current geopolitical position. It starts with the previously close-held
casualty estimate for Iraq that The Dupuy Institute compiled in 2004 for the US Department of Defense. Going from the
practical to the theoretical, it then discusses a construct for understanding insurgencies and the contexts in which they
can be fought. It applies these principles to Iraq, Afghanistan, and Vietnam, assessing where the projection of US power
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can enhance our position and where it merely weakens it. It presents an extensive analysis of insurgencies based upon a
unique database of eighty-three post-WWII cases. The book explores what is important to combat and what is not
important to resist in insurgencies. It builds a body of knowledge, based upon a half-century’s worth of real-world data,
with analysis, not opinion. In these pages, Christopher A. Lawrence, the President of The Dupuy Institute, provides an
invaluable guide to how the US can best project its vital power while avoiding the missteps of the recent past. “Provides a
unique quantitative historical analysis . . . Logically estimating the outcomes of future military operations, as the author
writes, is what US citizens should expect and demand from their leaders who take this country to war.” —Military Review
"Curating and Re-Curating the American Wars in Vietnam and Iraq is about looking for war knowledge in unexpected
places, such as war memorials, museum exhibitions, war cemeteries, and novels and memoirs. What one finds there can
contradict the prescribed understandings of a particular war or, say, endorse the tendency to treat military personnel as
heroes to be thanked. Especially when 'ordinary curators' display memories of their war experiences through the objects
left at memorials and graves, or through the words they curate in war novels, the observer/reader gets a glimpse of
actual lives lost, futures cut short and even some of the dull noncombat jobs military do in war zones. The main point is
that war is a social institution and its experiences are plentiful and decentralized. Many scholars and other interested
readers look for war in the decisions and movements of militaries and states, but this book's difference is that it focuses
on how a variety of formal and informal war curators present the American wars in Vietnam and Iraq at a moment of
American militarism"-Collateral Damage brings together testimony from the largest number of on the record, named, combat veterans who
reveal the disturbing, daily reality of war and occupation in Iraq. Through their eyes, we learn how the mechanics of war
lead to the abuse and frequent killing of innocents. They describe convoys of vehicles roaring down roads, smashing into
cars, and hitting Iraqi civilians. They detail raids that leave families shot dead in the mayhem. And they describe a
battlefield in which troops, untrained to distinguish between combatants and civilians, are authorized to shoot whenever
they feel threatened.
"Wrong assumptions, immoderate and confused ends, served by a mixture of counterproductive, inadequate,
mismanaged, and, at times, scandalous means": Stanley Hoffmann's verdict on the US invasion of Iraq carries an uneasy
echo of his view of the US failure in Vietnam. Though it is not Vietnam, for Hoffmann the Iraq war is still a sign that
America has gone in the wrong direction. In this book, he describes the many ways in which the Bush administration,
particularly in its unilateralist determination to make war on Saddam Hussein, has undertaken a "wrecking operation" on
post?World War II schemes of international cooperation, and he suggests a process by which democracies might reach
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agreement on when to collectively intervene in aid of nations suffering under oppressive regimes. Hoffmann goes on to
analyze how the US risks being trapped in Iraq, and offers his ideas on the most effective strategies for both withdrawing
US forces and helping the country achieve democracy and stability under multilateral supervision. "Too often," he finds,
"this administration has given, to many Americans and even more to foreigners, the impression that it is drunk with
power...." If we are to combat terrorism effectively, we should strive not for an arrogant American empire but for "a return
to reality, to good sense, and to morality."
War of Necessity, War of Choice
The Propaganda War
America in Iraq
Princes of War
America Goes Backward
America at War in Iraq and Afghanistan
Policy-making, Intervention and Regional Politics
“Essential . . . one for the ages . . . a must read for all who care about presidential power.”
—The Washington Post “Authoritative . . . The most comprehensive account yet of that smoldering
wreck of foreign policy, one that haunts us today.” —LA Times One of BookPage's Best Books of
2020 To Start a War paints a vivid and indelible picture of a decision-making process that was
fatally compromised by a combination of post-9/11 fear and paranoia, rank naïveté, craven
groupthink, and a set of actors with idées fixes who gamed the process relentlessly. Everything
was believed; nothing was true. Robert Draper’s fair-mindedness and deep understanding of the
principal actors suffuse his account, as does a storytelling genius that is close to sorcery.
There are no cheap shots here, which makes the ultimate conclusion all the more damning. In the
spirit of Barbara W. Tuchman’s The Guns of August and Marc Bloch’s Strange Defeat, To Start A
War will stand as the definitive account of a collective scurrying for evidence that would prove
to be not just dubious but entirely false—evidence that was then used to justify a verdict that
led to hundreds of thousands of deaths and a flood tide of chaos in the Middle East that shows
no signs of ebbing.
LONGLISTED FOR THE NATIONAL BOOK AWARD • A searing reassessment of U.S. military policy in the
Middle East over the past four decades from retired army colonel and New York Times bestselling
author Andrew J. Bacevich, with a new afterword by the author From the end of World War II until
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1980, virtually no American soldiers were killed in action while serving in the Greater Middle
East. Since 1990, virtually no American soldiers have been killed in action anywhere else. What
caused this shift? Andrew J. Bacevich, one of the country’s most respected voices on foreign
affairs, offers an incisive critical history of this ongoing military enterprise—now more than
thirty years old and with no end in sight. During the 1980s, Bacevich argues, a great transition
occurred. As the Cold War wound down, the United States initiated a new conflict—a War for the
Greater Middle East—that continues to the present day. The long twilight struggle with the
Soviet Union had involved only occasional and sporadic fighting. But as this new war unfolded,
hostilities became persistent. From the Balkans and East Africa to the Persian Gulf and Central
Asia, U.S. forces embarked upon a seemingly endless series of campaigns across the Islamic
world. Few achieved anything remotely like conclusive success. Instead, actions undertaken with
expectations of promoting peace and stability produced just the opposite. As a consequence,
phrases like “permanent war” and “open-ended war” have become part of everyday discourse.
Connecting the dots in a way no other historian has done before, Bacevich weaves a compelling
narrative out of episodes as varied as the Beirut bombing of 1983, the Mogadishu firefight of
1993, the invasion of Iraq in 2003, and the rise of ISIS in the present decade. Understanding
what America’s costly military exertions have wrought requires seeing these seemingly discrete
events as parts of a single war. It also requires identifying the errors of judgment made by
political leaders in both parties and by senior military officers who share responsibility for
what has become a monumental march to folly. This Bacevich unflinchingly does. A twenty-year
army veteran who served in Vietnam, Andrew J. Bacevich brings the full weight of his expertise
to this vitally important subject. America’s War for the Greater Middle East is a bracing afteraction report from the front lines of history. It will fundamentally change the way we view
America’s engagement in the world’s most volatile region. Praise for America’s War for the
Greater Middle East “Bacevich is thought-provoking, profane and fearless. . . . [His] call for
Americans to rethink their nation’s militarized approach to the Middle East is incisive, urgent
and essential.”—The New York Times Book Review “Bacevich’s magnum opus . . . a deft and rhythmic
polemic aimed at America’s failures in the Middle East from the end of Jimmy Carter’s presidency
to the present.”—Robert D. Kaplan, The Wall Street Journal “A critical review of American policy
and military involvement . . . Those familiar with Bacevich’s work will recognize the clarity of
expression, the devastating directness and the coruscating wit that characterize the writing of
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one of the most articulate and incisive living critics of American foreign policy.”—The
Washington Post “[A] monumental new work.”—The Huffington Post “An unparalleled historical tour
de force certain to affect the formation of future U.S. foreign policy.”—Lieutenant General Paul
K. Van Riper, U.S. Marine Corps (Ret.)
This book analyzes American war propaganda, beginning with the Spanish-American War and
extending through the wars in Afghanistan and Iraq. Using Fisher's narrative paradigm, the
author identifies and critically evaluates recurring war stories, determining whether or not
they truly provided good reasons to go to war.
This unprecedented compilation of eyewitness accounts records the thoughts and emotions of
American soldiers spanning nearly 250 years of national history, from the American Revolution to
the Afghanistan War. • Offers invaluable access to the war experiences of U.S. forces throughout
history through than 300 eyewitness accounts • Provides a balanced portrait of eyewitness
accounts from both officers and enlisted men • Allow the reader to place the eyewitness accounts
in their proper context via contextual essays and timelines • Describes in detail the Japanese
surprise attack on Pearl Harbor via ten captivating accounts from December 7, 1941 • Spans
nearly 250 years of national history, from the American Revolution to the Afghanistan War
Strongmen, Sectarians, Resistance
The Mirror Test
A Pretext for War
Fields of Battle
America's Modern Wars
The Inheritance
American Propaganda in the Iraq War

Counter Jihad provides a sweeping account of America's military campaigns in the Islamic world and fills a gaping void in our
understanding of the War on Terror.
An overview of American military policy from the end of the Cold War to the present day.
Exploring how the U.S. military can move beyond Iraq and Afghanistan Since the September 11, 2001, attacks, the U.S. military has
been fighting incessantly in conflicts around the globe, often with inconclusive results. The legacies of these conflicts have serious
implications for how the United States will wage war in the future. Yet there is a stunning lack of introspection about these conflicts.
Never in modern U.S. history has the military been at war for so long. And never in U.S. history have such long wars demanded so
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much of so few. The legacy of wars without end include a military that feels the painful effects of war but often feels alone. The public
is less connected to the military now than at any point in modern U.S. history. The national security apparatus seeks to pivot away
from these engagements and to move on to the next threats—notably those emanating from China and Russia. Many young
Americans question whether it even makes sense to invest in the military. At best, there are ad hoc, unstructured debates about Iraq
or Afghanistan. Simply put, there has been no serious, organized stock-taking by the public, politicians, opinion leaders, or the
military itself of this inheritance. Despite being at war for the longest continuous period in its history, the military is woefully
unprepared for future wars. But the United States cannot simply hit the reset button. This book explores this inheritance by
examining how nearly two decades of war have influenced civil-military relations, how the military goes to war, how the military
wages war, who leads the military and who serves in it, how the military thinks about war, and above all, the enduring impact of these
wars on those who waged them. If the U.S. military seeks to win in the future, it must acknowledge and reconcile with the inheritance
of its long and inconclusive wars. This book seeks to help them do so.
America and Iraq
America's War for the Greater Middle East
A Model for Declaring Victory in Iraq
The Philippine-American War
America's Destruction of Iraq
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